How a fake story got called out
A photo of Build-To-Order project Waterway Terraces in Punggol, showing the upper storeys of a block of flats that appeared to be
collapsed, was widely shared online a week ago. But it was found to be a hoax and the HDB said a police report was being lodged.
Here’s how the “story” developed:

Nov 11

3.36pm

• Sociopolitical site All

Singapore Stuff posts
a photograph of
Punggol Waterway
Terraces Housing
Board flats, whose
roofs appear to have
caved in. Claiming the
information came
from a contributor
identified simply as
“Bhangonwali”, the
article says: “This just
happened. The top
floors of Punggol
Waterway Terraces
collapsed! Previous
(sic), the owners of the
Built-to-Order (BTO)
flats had taken to the
internet to voice their
unhappiness over the
poor workmanship of
their flats.”
• Residents and those in the vicinity start to dispute this on the
site’s Facebook page. Meanwhile, the post is shared on social
media and duplicated on other forums. One HardwareZone thread
generates 94 posts in less than 1½ hours, or slightly more than a
post a minute.

5.45pm

Shortly after 3.36pm

The Singapore Civil Defence Force dispatches one fire engine and
a Red Rhino to the location, following the reports circulating on
social media. Officers set up a cordon round the area, but find no
evidence of a collapse.

About 4pm
All Singapore Stuff removes the post.

4.19pm

A HardwareZone forum user offers the suggestion that the roof
could have appeared collapsed due to an optical illusion, posting
his own photograph.

11.42pm

• The Housing Board posts on Facebook a photograph of the

building in question – with no visible collapse – taken at 5pm, and
urges people not to be fooled by an online hoax.
It adds that it has made a police report.
• Separately, developer Tiong Seng Group confirms that the photo is
a hoax, in response to queries from The Straits Times.

11.37pm
The editors of All Singapore Stuff post an apology for the
article, saying it was “removed within 20 minutes of
publication after our editors realized it was a hoax”.
They add: “We had no intention to cause any alarm to the
public... We will speak to all our editors about maintaining
responsible reporting of the news for the future.”

• A Facebook user shares All Singapore Stuff’s apology which

features prominently the photograph that started it all, with the
accompanying caption: “Omg...”
• Over the next 24 hours, several users share the post but
explicitly condemn the website for not fact-checking and wasting
the agencies’ resources.
• The hoax itself may have died a quick death, but the post’s life
cycle is not as short. Indeed, some fake news stories can keep
popping up indefinitely as people share posts without reading up
on the latest updates.
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